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Natarajan, Anandaraj, Mohan Vaidya, Ragini Dwivedi, Bijon , Akash , R. Parthiban and Umashri in lead roles and directed
by Satish Tawadi. The film was released on 19 October 1993. It was remade in Telugu as Guru (1994). Nana Patekar was
acclaimed for his performance in the film. The film was a big success at the box office and was also successful in making a
mark for Bollywood at the time. Plot Kishore (Raj Kumar) is a happy-go-lucky man. He loves his daughter, Reeta. One day, he
receives a call from the girl's foster parents, revealing that his daughter has been molested. He then goes to a place called Thana,
where he has a fight with the orphanage officials and rescues the girl. He then takes her to a hotel, and the girl's foster parents
call him saying they are not worried about the girl. Kishore then looks for Reeta's father. He finds out that the girl's real father is
her foster uncle and was killed in a fight with Kishore's gang. Kishore then tells Reeta that her father died and that she is his
daughter. Kishore then gets entangled in a gunfight with the orphanage officials. He tells Reeta that she is now living with her
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real father. He also reveals that he had spent twenty years in the police force. On hearing this, Reeta has mixed feelings.
Meanwhile, Kishore's gang shoots and kills the orphanage officials. Kishore then goes to a police station and requests that the
orphanage officials be arrested. He also shoots the police officer on duty, much to the surprise of the other policemen. Kishore
is then suspended from his job. Kishore then gets a call from the orphanage officials, asking for the money he gave them.
Kishore refuses. They call him up again and threaten him. Reeta then says that she is scared of the people who killed her father.
Kishore then teaches her how to defend herself. Kishore's girlfriend, Vandana (Varsha Usgaonkar) does not agree to his plan.
Kishore then goes to Vandana's home and tells her that he has had a dream. Vandana asks what about 82157476af
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